Large Multichannel Lender

Rapid Deployment of Collaborative, e-Signature Solution.

Radically collapsed turn times through parallel processes, and electronic signatures.

**Challenge**

- Legacy imaging lacked the ability to capture and manage documents from constantly changing points of service
- Image-based processes were not truly collaborative and did not allow flexible, parallel processes or service provider integration
- Current imaging solution lacked capabilities and did not provide a proven path to electronic signatures and electronic mortgages

**Solution**

- Rapid and smooth deployment of Conduent BlitzDocs® eXtended Edition, a SaaS platform managed through configuration
- Quick, web services integration with multiple portals and data systems - easily coupled and de-coupled
- SaaS model provided variable cost, immediate ROI, better response time and redundancy
- Flexible, buildable digital solution immediately enabled eDisclosures and laid the path to eMortgages

**Results**

- Increased efficiencies by enabling parallel processing and improving inter-LOB coordination
- Enabled consolidation of key skill sets across multiple LOB’s
- Reduced costs and compliance risk through eDisclosures, integrated with the BlitzDocs folders
- Began the journey to full electronic mortgages with a proven, MERS-approved eVault provider